
A truly cinematic experience 
brought to your home.

2017 Home Entertainment Range



All great entertainment has the power to transport us.
It can make us wide-eyed in wonder, move us to tears or put us on the edge  
of our seats. In a darkened theatre we can become so immersed that our  
everyday lives fade away until the credits roll. 

Now with 2017’s advancements in LG TV technology, you can bring these 
incredible experiences home. Our latest range of OLED TVs display over a billion 
colours against perfect black while our new Super UHD TVs deliver enhanced 
contrast and colour at wide viewing angles. Whether you’re watching movies or 
TV shows, playing video games or streaming the latest HD content from Netflix, 
prepare to be swept away by the Ultimate Home Entertainment experience. 

Experience the ultimate  
in home entertainment.



LG Electronics is proud to have won multiple awards at the Consumer Electronics 
Show (CES) in Las Vegas, including the Engadget ‘Best of the Best Award’ 2017. 
Judges were blown away by the show-stopping SIGNATURE Wallpaper TV, 
awarding it over 20 awards!

Awards for the LG  
Home Entertainment range.

Awards



Glimpse the future of TV

LG SIGNATURE WALLPAPER TV

Experience the new SIGNATURE Wallpaper TV from LG and you’ll know 
you’re glimpsing the future. Slimmer than a picture frame with imaging and 
sound performance that’s deeply involving and completely breathtaking, this 
next-generation TV design raises the bar in the world of home entertainment.



LG SIGNATURE WALLPAPER TV | W7

If you want to make a real statement in your viewing room, take a look at the 
award-winning LG SIGNATURE Wallpaper TV. Its sleek, impossibly thin 4mm 
(65”) and 5.7mm (77”) OLED screens produce perfect black, over a billion 
explosive colours and imaging that’s incredibly rich and lifelike. They also integrate 
a premium Dolby Atmos sound bar to deliver a fully cinematic experience.

Screen Size > 77” 65”

OLED TV – perfect black, over 1 billion colours.

Active HDR with Dolby Vision – more colour, more contrast.

Dolby Atmos sound bar – integrated atmospheric sound.

LG SIGNATURE Wallpaper TV



Perfect Black, Perfect Colour

With self-lighting pixels, LG OLED TVs deliver perfect-black 
screens, providing premium picture performance with over 
a billion vividly explosive colours.

Active HDR - with Dolby Vision

LG OLED TVs feature advanced Active HDR technology 
that dynamically enhances the contrast of all content 
scene-by-scene and incorporates industry-leading Dolby 
Vision HDR technology. Experience the stunning colours 
and deeper levels of detail that create an extraordinary 
cinematic performance.

Dolby Atmos

Immerse yourself in a rich and atmospheric multi-
directional soundstage, thanks to Dolby Atmos sound. 

Smart TV1

Stream an incredible range of entertainment from Netflix, 
Stan, Amazon Video and YouTube with LG webOS 3.5 
Smart TV. Used together with the LG Magic Remote,  
it’s easy to point, click and select your favourite content.

Cinema is a sensory experience, where striking images, dramatic soundscapes and 
thrilling plotlines draw us into worlds that feel completely real. Matching these immersive 
experiences has been the key inspiration behind the 2017 LG OLED TV range. Each model 
generates perfect black by using self-lighting rather than back-lit pixels, while Active HDR 
and Dolby Vision combine to bring out deeper levels of detail and realism with images 
formed from over a billion lifelike colours. Each model also includes a Dolby Atmos audio 
system to create a richly detailed and atmospheric soundstage.

Enjoy a truly immersive and cinematic experience with LG OLED TV.

Nothing comes closer 
to a cinema experience.

LG OLED TV

1Internet connection and streaming services membership (where applicable) required. Internet usage charges and conditions apply.  
Contents and features will vary from time to time without notice.



Dolby Atmos brings a deeply immersive surround-sound experience to your 
viewing room. Whether you’re watching a concert performance or a loud action 
sequence in a movie, you’ll be able to hear breathtaking detail in sound that’s 
startlingly real. Experience cinema-like atmospheric sound at home.

What is Dolby Atmos Sound?

LG OLED TV | Key Feature



Dolby Vision imaging technology delivers a spectacular visual experience,  
conveying the quality and attention to detail that Hollywood studios want you to 
see. With content mastered to work in perfect harmony with Dolby Vision’s HDR, 
you’ll experience extended light and dark detail and a rich colour performance. 

What is Dolby Vision?

LG OLED TV | Key Feature



LG OLED TV | SIGNATURE G7

LG SIGNATURE OLED TV

With its ultra-premium Picture-on-Glass design and cutting-edge OLED 
technology, this top-of-the-range, award-winning LG TV exudes quality and style. 
Featuring Active HDR with Dolby Vision, experience richly detailed, breathtaking 
images displaying perfect black and over a billion vividly explosive colours.  
LG has also invested in premium sound engineering, incorporating Dolby Atmos 
for deeply immersive, lifelike sound to create an extraordinary TV experience.

Screen Size > 65”

OLED TV – perfect black, over 1 billion colours.

Active HDR with Dolby Vision – more colours, more contrast.

Dolby Atmos – delivers rich, atmospheric sound.

Smart TV – stream online content, controlled with Magic Remote.



LG OLED TV | E7

The LG E7 Picture-on-Glass OLED TV produces unrivalled imaging with perfect 
black and over a billion vivid, lifelike colours. Active HDR with Dolby Vision delivers 
truly cinematic images with deeper contrast, enhanced by integrated Dolby 
Atmos sound to create a fully immersive experience. This range is ideal if you’re 
looking for leading-edge screen technology and elegant picture-on-glass design.

LG PICTURE-ON-GLASS OLED TV

Screen Size > 65” 55”

OLED TV – perfect black, over 1 billion colours.

Active HDR with Dolby Vision – more colours, more contrast.

Dolby Atmos – delivers rich, atmospheric sound.

Smart TV – stream online content, controlled with Magic Remote.
*65” model shown



LG OLED TV | C7

With self-lighting pixels, LG C7 OLED TVs feature a perfect black screen creating 
vivid, lifelike images comprising over a billion explosive colours that are further 
enhanced by Active HDR with Dolby Vision for deep, detailed contrast. Add in 
the richness of Dolby Atmos sound and LG OLED brings you an incredibly lifelike 
viewing experience.

LG PERFORMANCE OLED TV

Screen Size > 65” 55”

OLED TV – perfect black, over 1 billion colours.

Active HDR with Dolby Vision – more colours, more contrast.

Dolby Atmos – rich, atmospheric sound.

Smart TV – stream online content, controlled with Magic Remote.



Nano Cell Technology

LG Super UHD TVs incorporate advanced screen 
technology to provide more enhanced colour at wide 
viewing angles than conventional LG LED/LCD TVs. 
Available on SJ85 and UJ75 only.

Harman Kardon Sound

For this range, LG partnered with leading audio  
specialist Harman Kardon to deliver a highly 
refined sound performance.

Active HDR - with Dolby Vision

Active HDR dynamically enhances the contrast of all 
content scene-by-scene and incorporates industry-leading 
Dolby Vision HDR technology. Experience spectacular 
colours, deep levels of detail and a rewarding cinematic 
performance every time.

Smart TV1

Stream an incredible range of entertainment from Netflix, 
Stan, Amazon Video and YouTube with LG webOS 3.5 
Smart TV. This range also includes the advanced LG Magic 
Remote for effortless selection of your favourite content.

If silky-smooth imaging, rich lifelike colours and amazing sound quality is your idea of 
a perfect cinema experience, then check out the new range of LG Super UHD/4K TVs.  
These premium-grade TVs take LED/LCD technology to a new level, combining Active 
HDR with Dolby Vision and advanced picture technology to produce greater colour 
accuracy and contrast detail than standard LG LED/LCDs. Super UHD/4K is also an 
excellent choice if you have a large family or extra people around to watch sports or 
movies, as there’s minimal colour loss when viewing the screen from wide angles, so 
everyone can get a great seat. All models in this range include refined Harman Kardon 
high-fidelity audio.

Choose Super UHD/4K for an unrivalled colour performance.

LG Super UHD 
Colours and contrast like never before

LG Super UHD

1Internet connection and streaming services membership (where applicable) required. Internet usage charges and conditions apply.  
Contents and features will vary from time to time without notice.



Active HDR with Dolby Vision dynamically enhances the contrast of all content 
scene-by-scene and incorporates industry-leading Dolby Vision HDR technology. 
Combined with rich, stunning colours, LG Super UHD TVs deliver a truly cinematic 
viewing experience.

What is Active HDR 
with Dolby Vision?

LG Super UHD | Key Feature



LG Super UHD | SJ95

LG don’t just make ‘big’ beautiful, they make it spectacular with this new 
SJ95 Super UHD TV. Incorporating cutting-edge Active HDR with Dolby 
Vision picture technology, images have enhanced colour accuracy and richer 
contrast than standard LG UHD TVs, even at wide angles. Add in premium 
sound created in partnership with audiophile specialists Harman Kardon 
and you have a big-screen experience that’s truly cinematic. 

Big Screen Super UHD/4K TV

Screen Size > 86” 75”

Active HDR with Dolby Vision – more colours, more contrast.
ColourPrime – enhanced colour at wide viewing angles.

Harman Kardon sound – highly refined audio.

Smart TV - stream online content, including Netflix and Stan.



LG Super UHD | SJ85

The LG SJ85 Super UHD TV uses new Nano Cell technology and Active HDR  
with Dolby Vision to produce spectacularly lifelike colours and richer contrast 
than standard UHD TVs, even at wide viewing angles. And with a fast 200Hz 
field refresh rate, motion blur has been dramatically reduced for live sporting 
action or fast-paced movie scenes. Combined with rich Harman Kardon sound, 
this is a premium home-theatre experience.

LG Super UHD TV 200Hz

Screen Size > 65” 60” 55”

Active HDR with Dolby Vision – more colours, more contrast.

Nano Cell Technology – enhanced colour at wide viewing angles.

Harman Kardon sound – highly refined audio.

Smart TV - stream online content, including Netflix and Stan.



LG Super UHD | UJ75

Make the jump from standard LG UHD to LG Super UHD TV with Nano Cell 
technology. Experience colour that’s thrillingly lifelike and contrast that’s more 
dramatic than regular LG UHD TV, all with the richness of Harman Kardon sound.

LG SUPER UHD TV

Screen Size > 65” 55” 49”

Active HDR with Dolby Vision – more colour, more contrast.

Nano Cell Technology – enhanced colour at wide viewing angles.

Harman Kardon sound – highly refined audio.

Smart TV - stream online content, including Netflix and Stan.



Go one better than your local movie theatre by choosing a LG UHD/4K TV.
With LG webOS 3.5 Smart TV, you’ll have an extraordinary choice of movies  
and top TV shows at your fingertips. Each UHD/4K TV in this range comes  
with Netflix and Stan, in addition to advanced HDR10 picture technology 
for improved contrast and colour.  

They also feature the exclusive LG Smart Magic Remote, making it easy to point, 
click and select your favourite shows, even search by voice to find the content to 
keep your audience entertained.

Lights, popcorn,  
unforgettable movie action.

LG UHD/4K TV

HDR10 - High Dynamic Range

HDR content displays enhanced graduation 
of contrast in the light and dark areas of 
an image while colours gain an extra level 
of realism.

Smart TV1

Stream an incredible range of 
entertainment from Netflix, Stan, Amazon 
Video and YouTube with LG webOS 3.5 
Smart TV. LG UHD/4K TVs also include the 
advanced LG Magic Remote for effortless 
selection of your favourite content1.

1Internet connection and streaming services membership (where applicable) required. Internet usage charges and conditions apply.  
Contents and features will vary from time to time without notice.



With your new LG TV comes the advanced LG Smart Magic Remote 
controller that’s both ergonomic and beautifully intuitive. With just a wave 
of the hand, you can browse and select content to watch. Alternatively, 
you can go hands-free and request a movie or show using the in-built  
Voice Mate speech recognition technology*.

What is LG  
Smart Magic Remote control?

LG UHD/4K TV | Key Feature

*Voice recognition feature is not available in all languages and dialects. Actual performance may 
vary depending on the language spoken and surrounding environment including ambient noise.



LG UHD/4K TV | UJ65

Stream and watch your favourite TV shows, sports and movies in breathtaking 
Ultra High Definition. The LG Smart UHD TV range includes HDR10 for a perfect 
balance of colour, contrast and highlights, creating stunning, lifelike imaging.  
And the 100Hz field refresh rate delivers reduced motion blur for sports and  
fast action movies. These TVs also have the LG Smart Magic Remote for easy 
selection of Netflix or Amazon content1.

LG Smart UHD TV 100Hz

Screen Size > 75” 65” 60” 55” 49” 43”

Smart UHD/4K TV – breathtaking UHD viewing.

HDR10 – delivers enhanced contrast.

Smart TV – easy-to-use Magic Remote.



LG UHD/4K TV | UJ63

Upscale your home entertainment experience with the new LG UJ63 Smart 
UHD TV. View your favourite shows, sports and movies in breathtaking Ultra  
High Definition, enhanced with HDR10 for a perfect balance of colour, contrast 
and detail. These TVs also feature the LG Smart Magic Remote for easy 
selection of streamed content, including Netflix or Amazon Video1.

LG Smart UHD TV

Screen Size > 65” 55” 49” 43”

UHD/4K TV – breathtaking UHD viewing.

HDR10 – delivers enhanced contrast.

Smart TV – select streamed content with Magic Remote.



Screen Size > 43” 32”

Full HD.

50Hz field refresh rate.

IPS (In-Plane Switching) panel.

Smart TV.

LG FHD TV | LJ55

Love bingeing on the latest blockbuster movies and TV shows? The LG LJ55 
Smart Full HD range makes streaming Netflix and Amazon easier than ever 
with webOS 3.0 Smart TV. And with a 50Hz field refresh rate, it’s equally adept 
at reproducing all your favourite content, from live sports to blockbuster movies1.

Full HD



Discover the true power of music and cinema with the 2017 LG Audio Entertainment range. 
Harnessing state-of-the-art audio technology, our products are designed to draw you  
deeper into richly detailed soundscapes created by the world’s best musicians, directors  
and movie producers.

Stream your favourite music or experience the ultimate in home theatre with our range of 
stylish Hi-Fi quality sound bars. Boasting rich, detailed acoustics and beautifully streamlined 
aesthetics, each LG Sound Bar has both power and the looks to match. For all music lovers 
and budding DJs, LG Mini systems create a dance club vibe. Controlled by Bluetooth devices, 
they can bring the beats and the tunes to make your party rock.

A journey in sound.

LG Audio



SJ9

Be transported straight to the heart  
of the action with the incredible multi-
dimensional sound performance of the 
LG SJ9 Sound Bar. Integrating the latest 
Dolby Atmos sound technology, this 
Sound Bar creates an ultra-realistic 
soundstage by reflecting sound from 
your ceiling down to your viewing 
position. With 500W of total power 
output, 5.1.2 channels and high-
resolution audio, movies, TV shows and 
games become astonishingly captivating.

SJ8

Enrich your TV, movie and gaming 
experiences on your selected LG OLED 
or UHD TV by matching it with this 
ultra-slim and stylish LG SJ8 Sound 
Bar. Fitting neatly within selected LG 
TV models, this sound system delivers 
300W of total power output in high-
resolution audio, with deep bass and 
incredible levels of detail and clarity. 

SJ6

The stylish design of the LG SJ6 neatly 
disguises the 320W of total power output 
that lies beneath. Pair this high-quality 
2.1-channel speaker system with your 
LG TV and enjoy a highly dynamic, richly 
detailed sound that greatly enhances your 
movie, TV or gaming experiences.

The LG Sound Bar range brings the deeply immersive, multi-sensory experience 
of cinema to the comfort of your own home. Sleek and elegant in design, detailed  
and precise in performance, each Sound Bar works in perfect harmony with your  
LG OLED or UHD T V to deliver a powerful, high-quality audiovisual experience 
the whole family will love.

Bring your entertainment to life 
with powerful, immersive sound.

LG Sound Bars



CJ44

Get your next party into full swing with 
this incredible CJ44 Mini system from LG. 
Feel the beat of 480W of total output 
power, see the beat with a multitude of 
colours from built-in multi-colour LED 
lighting. Pair up to three smartphones at 
the same time and share those DJ duties 
around – even control the volume level 
with your LG TV remote.

FH2 LG X-Boom Go

Bring the good times wherever you go 
with the compact, portable and powerful 
LG X-Boom Go. Instantly transform your 
backyard BBQ, picnic or street party 
into an experience everyone can feel 
part of. Stream music from up to three 
smartphones and dance the night away 
with up to 15 hours* on the built-in 
rechargeable battery. The LG X-Boom 
Go comes with a useful grab handle 
and delivers 50W of total output power 
through its single 6.5” woofer – where 
will you party next?

FH6 LG X-Boom Freestyler

The legendary LG X-Boom Freestyler 
turns any space into a dance floor with 
600W of total output power, crowd-
pleasing DJ effects such as scratching, 
beat-boxing and sampling, plus an 
array of pulsing coloured lights to get 
everyone in the party mood. The LG 
X-Boom Freestyler also pairs with up 
to three smartphones, so you can take 
turns bringing the good times. It’s all-in-
one fun for party lovers.

* Based on a fully-charged battery and continuous playback at 50% volume level. This may vary depending on the battery status and operating conditions.* Models include: LG X-Boom Freestyler, OJ98, CJ98

The new range of LG Mini systems pair with your favourite Bluetooth devices  
to bring extra power and clarity to music streamed from Spotify, Pandora or any 
other online source. Step into the role of DJ on selected Mini systems by mixing 
in a range of special effects like Flanging, Phasing, Chorus and Delay,  or let your 
friends join in by pairing up to three smartphones at once. 
 
Selected* LG Mini systems also come with multi-coloured LED lighting to rev up 
the party or club atmosphere. Just plug in and watch the dance floor fill. 

Powerful music for entertaining.

LG MINI



Beneath the slim and deceptively simple design of the LG UP970 Ultra HD  
Blu-ray player is a wealth of leading-edge audiovisual technology.

Sound is impressive, thanks to compatibility with leading audio formats such 
as Dolby True HD, Dolby Atmos and DTS-HD. This Ultra HD Blu-ray player 
partners with your selected LG OLED or Super UHD TV to bring a truly cinematic 
experience to your living room.

LG Ultra HD Blu-ray

LG Blu-ray



TV Specifications

W7 G7 E7 C7

Screen Sizes 77”, 65” 65” 65”, 55” 65”, 55”

Type

Mini Remote – –

Perfect Black

Dolby Atmos

Multi-View

Dolby Vision

Wide Colour Gamut (Range)

HDR

Magic Remote

Smart TV

Motion Rate .002 ms Response Time .002 ms Response Time .002 ms Response Time .002 ms Response Time

Sound System 60W 60W 60W, 65” 
40W, 55” 40W

HDMI  / USB 4/3 4/3 4/3 4/3



SJ95 SJ85 UJ75 UJ65 UJ63 LJ55

Screen Sizes 86”, 75” 65”, 60”, 55” 65”, 55”, 49” 75”, 65”, 60”, 55”, 49”, 43” 65”, 55”, 49”, 43” 43”, 32” (HD)

Type

Mini Remote – – – – – –

Perfect Black – – – – – –

Dolby Atmos – – – – – –

Multi-View – – – –

Dolby Vision – – –

Wide Colour Gamut (Range) Nano Cell Technology Nano Cell Technology – – –

HDR –

Magic Remote Sold Seperately

Smart TV

Motion Rate 200Hz Field Refresh Rate 200Hz Field Refresh Rate 100Hz Field Refresh Rate 100Hz Field Refresh Rate 50Hz 50Hz

Sound System 80W, 86” 
60W, 75” 40W 20W 20W 20W 20W, 43” 

10W, 32”

HDMI  / USB 4/3 4/3 4/2 4/2 3/2 2/1

TV Specifications



1Internet connection and streaming services membership (where applicable) required. Internet usage charges and conditions apply.  
Contents and features will vary from time to time without notice.




